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Curtains make such an appealing impact in a room that it is vital to select the most appropriate
fabric to achieve those envious glances from the onlooker. Remember that it is not just any curtains
will create the desired effect but only professionally finished made to measure curtains will create a
wonderful image of visual perfection. After having spent time, energy and money on the interior
decorating of your living room you want to ensure that you provide the wow factor to enhance and
frame a pretty picture.

Your made to measure curtains are the framing of your windows whatever shape or design they
may be. Choosing a fabric based on its texture, pattern and colour with the room dÃ©cor in mind
should provide you with the certainty that framing your windows is going to be an enhancement
exercise to add further glitz and warmth to the ambience. There are different features, both
architectural and decorative that will impinge on your curtain fabric selection. The colour and style of
the window itself will suggest the most suitable fabric. If it is a large picture window with lots of light
streaming in then you might opt for a darker fabric that would compliment and enrich neutrally
painted walls. Conversely if the windows are smaller and the room receives less daylight then
brighter curtains would be more suitable and complimentary.

With high ceilings you normally associate long Georgian style windows and these are best adorned
with a heavy fabric that will hang perpendicular without any unsightly and unwanted folds or pleats
in the wrong places. Choosing a hanging mechanism is also an essential element in achieving best
results for your made to measure curtains. The most trendy and appropriate means of hanging long
heavy curtains is a curtain pole. The curtains themselves will have eyelets which will permit the
made to measure curtains to glide on the pole. There is also an aesthetically pleasing feature to this
system in that it looks exceptionally appropriate and beautiful in this type of room setting. Tie backs
are an added option for your made to measure curtains but the latest trend appears to be letting
curtains hang loosely from the curtain pole.

This does provide a certain feeling and appearance of grandeur and opulence and is reminiscent of
stately rooms in country manors or city mansions. The smaller cottage style window may well be
better highlighted with shorter curtains and tie backs, though this is a very personal and subjective
judgement and the savvy interior decorator will match the curtains to the room and window setting
most appropriately. The one common denominator that remains constant in all situations is made to
measure curtains. They are guaranteed to fulfil requirements in the curtain department regardless of
any other feature. They will always be fit for purpose, dispensing with any anxiety regarding their
ability to fit the window perfectly. 
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Alex Daquan - About Author:
FC curtain specializes in offering branded a made to measure curtains. We also supply the best a
roman blinds in different ranges online.
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